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Verse 1 –
o In the previous verse Jesus speaks directly to Peter. Now He shifts and speaks to the full group.
Note that without context this is only readily seen in the King James Version or in Greek.
o The disciples in the upper room did believe in God and had done so even before Jesus came among
them. Jesus now asks them to believe also in me. Since they had (on several occasions) expressed
their belief that Jesus was Messiah, the emphasis here must not have been faith in His identity, but
rather belief in His knowledge of short-term events.
Verse 2 –
o What is my Father’s house?
§ The exact phrase is used in John 2:16 and speaks of the Temple.
§ However, in broader interpretation, Psalm 33:13-14 speaks of God’s habitation as being
heaven, and Isaiah 63:15 speaks of heaven as the habitation of thy holiness.
§ So, is this reference to the Temple or to heaven? That fact that Jesus said I go to prepare a
place, and the implication is that He will go to the Father’s house seems to indicate that
the reference is to Heaven (where Jesus would go).
§ However, since the millennial Temple is the heavenly temple (Ezek. 40-43), it could be
argued that the house is the future, millennial Temple.
§ In the end, the context seems to be of the earthly reign of Christ, especially since “dwelling
in heaven” was not a concept given up to this point of progressive revelation.
o Are their many mansions in this place?
§ The Greek μονή [mone] is literally a dwelling place.
§ The English word comes from the Latin. The Oxford English Dictionary has this
etymological entry for mansion: “classical Latin mansiōn- , mansiō the fact of remaining or
staying, a dwelling or place where one stays, especially a stopping place on a journey, also
a day's journey < mans- , past participial stem of manēre to stay”
§ In English, the word manse and manor come from the same Latin word.
§ The modern mansion idea came after the use of the word in 1611, but mansion is not
inaccurate in its 1611 usage.
Verse 3 –
o Jesus fulfilled the if I go when He ascended to heaven, and the hypothetical became definitive.
o Having gone, Jesus will come again. When He does, He will receive you unto myself.
§ Both in this and the statement where I am, there ye may be also indicates that the
disciples will not be where Jesus is.
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Once again, the truth of 2 Corinthians 5:8 would come later, and in our dispensation to be
absent from the body is to be present with the Lord. In Jesus’ day, to be absent from the
body was to be present in Sheol, awaiting resurrection.
§ Jesus promised to come again and receive the disciples later. This aligns with Matthew
24:31.
This verse cannot be the rapture, even with similarities, because the rapture was, at this time, a
mystery. Scofield notes: “This promise of a second advent of Christ is to be distinguished from His
return in glory to the earth; it is the first intimation in Scripture of “the day of Christ” (1 Cor. 1:8,
note). Here He comes for His saints (1 Thes. 4:14–17), there (e.g. Mt. 24:29, 30) He comes to judge
the nations, etc.” (Scofield Reference Bible, note on John 14:3).
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Verse 4 –
o The words whither (vv. 4 & 5) is the same as where in verse 3. There is no difference in the Greek
words.
§ In English, whither has always been used interchangeably with where and is used only for
literary purposes, to make beautiful sounding phrases.
§ The King James Version was written chiefly to be heard since in that day few people had a
printed copy.
o Jesus tells the disciples that they know where He was going, and the way to get there.
§ It is difficult to know whether this statement is given to elicit a question (as in verse 5), or
whether they did indeed know the destination and the way.
§ Since “dying and going to heaven” was not part of that dispensation, it is difficult to
comprehend how His disciples would understand how to get to the Father’s house outside
of Kingdom thinking.
• If they presume that Jesus is going to the Temple to establish His Kingdom, then
they know the place and the way, thus Jesus’ statement is purely factual.
• If they presume that my Father’s house (v. 2) is Heaven, then doubt as to the way
would be presumed, and Jesus’ question was to elicit response.
• Since Thomas has this doubt, we must lean to the Heaven interpretation.
Verse 5 –
o Thomas’ very frank question is either in honesty or in stubborn rejection of revealed truth. I will
reserve judgment.
Verse 6 –
o Jesus famously proclaims Himself to be the way, the truth, and the life, and makes this claim
exclusive to Himself.
o While this exclusivity is offensive to many, in reality such exclusivity should be demanded from
every discerning religion. Those with discernment should run from religions that claim to be “one
possible way” and rather determine whether the claim of Jesus can be true.
Verse 7 –
o In Greek, when if is in conjunction with an indicative verb (as here), it can be understood as “since.”
Bullinger says, “the hypothesis [is] assumed as an actual fact” (The Companion Bible, Ap. 118.2.a.).
o Thus here, “since you have known me, you have known my Father, and from now on (based upon
the previous knowledge) you know Him.”
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